
Oracle ZFS Storage Architecture Solutions

Key Benefits

 Optimized Architectures
 Business value focus
 Blueprinted deployment
 Enhanced backups
 Complete DR Strategies
 Agile Database Copies
 Information lifecycle

Management strategy
 Data archive
 Extreme compression
 Best practices

Overview

As Oracle systems architects, Cintra are experts in designing and implementing powerful solutions
based on Oracle’s software and hardware products. We focus on delivering maximum business value
whilst driving the cost and complexity out of your storage investment.

Powerful ZFS Architecture Solutions

Organizational boundaries and traditional views of the storage platform limit the potential of
technology to provide powerful business focused solutions. Driving solutions in the hands of
architects removes these boundaries and opens up opportunities for tremendous business benefits.

The following use cases are examples of how powerful technologies such as ZFS storage appliances
can provide completeness and true business value.

The power of ZFS storage provides significant benefits across all of the above use cases, freeing us up
from traditional limitations such as incomplete backup strategies which do not cover all elements of
an architecture or incomplete DR processes that fail to cover elements such as application content.

Additional and powerful use cases also include agility for production to non-production database
copying and cloning, allowing fast troubleshooting using copies of production data and significant
non production storage savings.

Information life cycle strategies are also enabled with the use of Oracle partitioning with ZFS with the
added benefit of huge compression benefits with the built in HCC compression capability within ZFS.

Finally a simple yet common need to retain data and backups for long periods for compliance and
data recovery purposes is a significant benefit of ZFS appliance storage.

Cintra is fully certified and specialized in ZS3 implementation services.

Contact Cintra today to design your optimized architecture.

For More Information
Please contact your local Cintra representative via email at info@cintra.com
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